Modulating the correlation and squeezing of phase-conjugate four-wave mixing via the polarizable dressing states.
We report the experimental observation of the intensity noise correlation and squeezing between counter propagating Stokes and anti-Stokes signals in Pr(3+):Y2SiO5 crystals. Both the degree of correlation and squeezing as well as the oscillation frequency of correlation curves are modulated by changing the polarization states and powers of the dressing fields. The double-dressed effect and the triple-dressed effect in V-type three-level, Λ-type three-level and N-type four-level systems are compared. The polarization and power dependencies in these systems are different, and the oscillation frequency of the correlation curve in the triple-dressed process is greater than that of the double-dressed process. Our results show that the correlation and squeezing of photon pairs can be controlled via polarized dark states.